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The Skinjacker Trilogy - Neal Shusterman
2011-06-14
Not every child who dies goes on to the afterlife.
Some are caught halfway between life and
death, in a sort of limbo known as Everlost: a
shadow of the living world, filled with all the
things and places that no longer exist. It’s a

magical, yet dangerous place where bands of
lost kids run wild and anyone who stands in the
same place too long sinks to the center of the
Earth. Allie and Nick don't survive the car crash,
and end up in Everlost, where coins are more
valuable than anyone knows, fortune cookies tell
the truth, monsters are real, and the queen of
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lost souls lives in a once-beloved tower. Nick and
Allie have to learn to survive in a world with
different rules, and figure out who they can
trust--and who they must oppose at all costs. At
stake is nothing less than the fate of Everlost
and the living world they have left behind. In
this gripping trilogy, Neal Shusterman explores
questions of life, death, and what just might lie
in between.
Surface Tension - Mike Mullin 2018-05-08
After witnessing an act of domestic terrorism
while training on his bike, Jake is found near
death, with a serious head injury and unable to
remember the plane crash or the aftermath that
landed him in the hospital. A terrorist leader’s
teenage daughter, Betsy, is sent to kill Jake and
eliminate him as a possible witness. When Jake’s
mother blames his head injury for his tales of
attempted murder, he has to rely on his
girlfriend, Laurissa, to help him escape the
killers and the law enforcement agents
convinced that Jake himself had a role in the

crash. Mike Mullin, author of the Ashfall series,
delivers a gripping story with memorable
characters and all-too-real scenarios.
Maggot Moon - Sally Gardner 2013-02-12
Following a stray football to the other side of a
wall where there is a secret, Standish Treadwell
discovers astonishing truths about a moon
landing that the overseeing Motherland, a
ruthless regime, is determined to hide.
Zom-B Bride - Darren Shan 2015-02-24
B Smith has been reunited with the murderous
maniac clown, Mr. Dowling. To her shock and
consternation, he's desperate to make B his
partner in crime. Mr. Dowling disgusts her, but
B thinks she can see a way to control him and
maybe even save the world. But it will involve a
sacrifice far greater and more surreal than any
she has contemplated before...
Ashes - Ilsa J. Bick 2011-09-01
An electromagnetic pulse flashes across the sky,
destroying every electronic device, wiping out
every computerized system, and killing billions.
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When it happens, Alex was hiking in the woods
to say good-bye to her dead parents and her
personal demons. Now desperate to find out
what happened after the pulse crushes her to
the ground, Alex meets up with Tom—a young
soldier—and Ellie, a girl whose grandfather was
killed by the EMP. For this improvised family
and the others who are spared, it's now a
question of who can be trusted and who is no
longer human. Author Ilsa J. Bick crafts a
terrifying and thrilling novel about a world that
could be ours at any moment, where those left
standing must learn what it means not just to
survive, but to live amidst the devastation.
Savage Drift - Emmy Laybourne 2014
Dean, Alex, and the other survivors of the
Monument 14 have escaped the disaster zone
and made it to the safety of a Canadian refugee
camp. Some of the kids have been reunited with
their families, and everyone is making tentative
plans for the future
101 Things to Do with a Baby - Jan Ormerod

1994-03-29
"This is a tender story of a new sibling as well as
a catalog of activities a young girl does with the
new baby in her family."--School Library Journal.
"Ormerod's illustrations are magnificent-evoking the tenderness and the tumult with
which each day in a two-sibling household is
filled."--New York Times Book Review.
Quake - Patrick Carman 2015-02-24
Set in a cinematic world where telekinetic
powers dominate, Quake is the pulse-pounding
finale to an epic story of love and revenge for
fans of I Am Number Four and The Maze
Runner. Faith and Dylan may have stopped the
Quinns from destroying the Western State the
last time but now the twins have joined forces
with Hotspur Chance—the lethal mastermind
behind Intels and pulses—and there’s no telling
what he is capable of now. Caught in the middle
of a deadly war, Faith and Dylan fight in hairrising battles while their Intel friend Hawk
works to discover the secrets of the States. But
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the answers Hawk finds are bigger and more
mind-altering than anyone expected…and if
Faith and Dylan want to finish what they started,
they will need to harness their pulses in a way
no one has ever done before. Can Faith and
Dylan’s love save the world with a quake that is
big enough to change the course of history?
Trapped - Michael Northrop 2011-02-01
The day the blizzard started, no one knew that it
was going to keep snowing for a week. That for
those in its path, it would become not just a
matter of keeping warm, but of staying alive. . . .
Scotty and his friends Pete and Jason are among
the last seven kids at their high school waiting to
get picked up that day, and they soon realize
that no one is coming for them. Still, it doesn't
seem so bad to spend the night at school,
especially when distractingly hot Krista and Julie
are sleeping just down the hall. But then the
power goes out, then the heat. The pipes freeze,
and the roof shudders. As the days add up, the
snow piles higher, and the empty halls grow

colder and darker, the mounting pressure forces
a devastating decision. . . . Michael Northrop is
the New York Times bestselling author of
TombQuest, an epic book and game adventure
series featuring the magic of ancient Egypt. He
is also the author of Trapped, an Indie Next List
Selection, and Plunked, a New York Public
Library best book of the year and an NPR
Backseat Book Club selection. An editor at
Sports Illustrated Kids for many years, he now
writes full-time from his home in New York City.
Learn more at www.michaelnorthrop.net.
Monument 14: Sky on Fire - Emmy Laybourne
2013-05-28
After repairing a school bus, the group of
survivors split in two, with one group heading to
the airport in hopes of reuniting with their
parents and saving their dying friend and the
other trying to rebuild the community they lost.
The Monument 14 Trilogy - Emmy Laybourne
2016-01-12
Fourteen kids from Monument, Colorado find
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themselves trapped in a superstore. Outside,
violent storms rage and a dangerous chemical
leaks into the atmosphere, killing some and
changing others into something not quite
human. The kids must band together if they
want to live. But it won’t be easy, and there’s no
telling what kind of world they’ll be left with.
Emmy Laybourne’s Monument 14 trilogy is an
action-adventure thrill ride that will have
readers’ hearts racing. Includes all three books
in the series, Monument 14, Sky on Fire, and
Savage Drift. “A tense, claustrophobic, and fastpaced thriller.” —Publishers Weekly, starred
review
Prepper's Long-Term Survival Guide - Jim
Cobb 2014-03-25
Prepare your home and family for any lifethreatening catastrophe with this step-by-step
survivalist guide filled with techniques,
strategies, and DIY projects from a lifelong
prepping expert The preparation you make for a
hurricane, earthquake or other short-term

disaster will not keep you alive in the event of
widespread social collapse caused by pandemic,
failure of the grid or other long-term crises.
Government pamphlets and other prepping
books tell you how to hold out through an
emergency until services are restored. This book
teaches you how to survive when nothing
returns to normal for weeks, months or even
years, including: Practical water collection for
drinking and hygiene Storing, growing, hunting
and foraging for food First aid and medical
treatments when there’s no doctor Techniques
and tactics for fortifying and defending your
home Community-building strategies for
creating a new society
Fear - R. L. Stine 2010
In 13 blood-chilling stories from such masters of
suspense as R.L. Stine, Meg Cabot, Heather
Graham, and Suzanne Weyn, nothing is what it
seems, and no one is safe.
The Final Day - William R. Forstchen
2017-01-03
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A major release in the New York Times
bestselling One Second After series, set in an
alternate America rebuilding after an
electromagnetic pulse, this is William R.
Forstchen's The Final Day. Since the detonation
of nuclear weapons above the United States
more than two years ago, the small town of
Black Mountain, North Carolina has suffered
famine, civil war, and countless deaths. Now,
after defeating a new, tyrannical federal
government, John Matherson and his community
intend to restore their world to what it was
before the EMP apocalypse. For the most part,
they are succeeding. This period of relative
stability doesn’t last long. A new, aggressive
government announces that it’s taking over and
ceding large portions of the country to China
and Mexico. The Constitution is no longer in
effect, and what’s left of the U.S. Army has been
deployed to suppress rebellion in the remaining
states. John fears he and his town will be
targets. General Bob Scales, John’s old

commanding officer and closest friend from
prewar days, is sent to bring John into line. Will
John and his people accept the new, autocratic
regime? Or will revolution rip the fledgling
nation apart at the seams? Months before
publication, William R. Forstchen’s novel One
Second After was cited on the floor of Congress
as a book all Americans should read. This third
book in the series immerses readers once more
in the story of our nation’s struggle to rebuild
itself after an electromagnetic pulse wipes out
all electricity and plunges the country into
darkness, starvation, and death. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Life as We Knew it - Susan Beth Pfeffer 2008
Through journal entries, sixteen-year-old
Miranda describes her family's struggle to
survive after a meteor hits the moon, causing
worldwide tsunamis, earthquakes, and volcanic
eruptions.
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Like a Love Story - Abdi Nazemian 2019-06-04
Stonewall Honor Book * A Time Magazine Best
YA Book of All Time "A book for warriors, divas,
artists, queens, individuals, activists, trend
setters, and anyone searching for the courage to
be themselves.”—Mackenzi Lee, New York
Times bestselling author of The Gentleman’s
Guide to Vice and Virtue It’s 1989 in New York
City, and for three teens, the world is changing.
Reza is an Iranian boy who has just moved to the
city with his mother to live with his stepfather
and stepbrother. He’s terrified that someone will
guess the truth he can barely acknowledge
about himself. Reza knows he’s gay, but all he
knows of gay life are the media’s images of men
dying of AIDS. Judy is an aspiring fashion
designer who worships her uncle Stephen, a gay
man with AIDS who devotes his time to activism
as a member of ACT UP. Judy has never
imagined finding romance...until she falls for
Reza and they start dating. Art is Judy’s best
friend, their school’s only out and proud teen.

He’ll never be who his conservative parents
want him to be, so he rebels by documenting the
AIDS crisis through his photographs. As Reza
and Art grow closer, Reza struggles to find a
way out of his deception that won’t break Judy’s
heart—and destroy the most meaningful
friendship he’s ever known. This is a bighearted,
sprawling epic about friendship and love and the
revolutionary act of living life to the fullest in the
face of impossible odds.
Sunrise - Mike Mullin 2014-03-17
The Yellowstone supervolcano nearly wiped out
the human race. Now, almost a year after the
eruption, the survivors seem determined to
finish the job. Communities wage war on each
other, gangs of cannibals roam the countryside,
and what little government survived the eruption
has collapsed completely. The ham radio has
gone silent. Sickness, cold, and starvation are
the survivors' constant companions. When it
becomes apparent that their home is no longer
safe and adults are not facing the stark realities,
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Alex and Darla must create a community that
can survive the ongoing disaster, an almost
impossible task requiring even more guts and
more smarts than ever--and unthinkable
sacrifice. If they fail . . . they, their loved ones,
and the few remaining survivors will perish. This
epic finale has the heart of Ashfall, the action of
Ashen Winter, and a depth all its own, examining
questions of responsibility and bravery,
civilization and society, illuminated by the story
of an unshakable love that transcends a postapocalyptic world and even life itself.
Monument 14 - Emmy Laybourne 2012-06-05
When a group of kids trapped together in a
chain superstore build a refuge for themselves
inside, outside, a series of disasters from a
monster hailstorm to a chemical weapons spill,
seems to be tearing the world apart.
All Together Now - Robert Kent 2013-09-29
"Fifteen-year-old Ricky Genero is writing a
journal of the zombie apocalypse. His high
school has burned to the ground ... and his best

friend died saving his six-year-old brother Chuck
from a zombie horde. When Chuck is bitten and
infected with the zombie virus, Rick must travel
among the walking dead in search of a cure"-Title page verso.
How to Change the World in 12 Easy Steps Peggy Porter Tierney 2021-11-09
This book "was inspired by Eva Kor, a child
survivor of Auschwitz. She always stressed to
young audiences that even though a child, they
had the power to change the world. Easy, simple
gestures-- from picking up a piece of trash on
the sidewalk, tidying a bedroom, accepting
someone who is different, [and] other gestures
of kindness and thoughtfulness--can make a big
difference"-Ashen Winter - Mike Mullin 2012-10-16
More than six months after the eruption of the
Yellowstone supervolcano, Alex and Darla
retrace their steps to Iowa hoping to find Alex's
parents and bring them to the tenuous safety of
Illinois, but the journey is ever more perilous as
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the remaining communities fight to the death for
food and power.
All Right Now - Robert Kent 2014-06-30
How can you sneak past a horde of the dead
with a screaming baby? The day Charlie
Macomber is born is the first day of the zombie
apocalypse. When the hospital in Harrington,
Indiana is overrun by reanimated corpses,
Charlie's dad must carry his son through the
walking dead to safety. But when zombies roam
the earth, can anyplace be safe? A companion
novella to ALL TOGETHER NOW: A ZOMBIE
STORY, ALL RIGHT NOW features familiar
characters and sets the stage for the novel.
WARNING This novella is mean and nasty and
intended for a mature audience. It is absolutely
not appropriate for younger readers. ALL RIGHT
NOW: A SHORT ZOMBIE STORY is a gruesome,
repugnant tale featuring horrific acts of violence
sure to warp young minds. PRAISE FOR ALL
TOGETHER NOW: A ZOMBIE STORY ALL
TOGETHER NOW: A ZOMBIE STORY is by turns

disgusting, terrifying, funny, and heartbreaking.
Fans of THE WALKING DEAD will eat it up like,
well, zombies munching fresh brains. A stellar
debut from a novelist to watch! -Mike Mullin,
award-winning author of ASHFALL, ASHEN
WINTER, and SUNRISE Robert Kent's ALL
TOGETHER NOW: A ZOMBIE STORY explodes
with action, near escapes, flying guts (and other
body parts), and bad luck for the main
characters followed by even worse luck. In other
words, a perfect zombie book. But the heart of
this story is its realistic characters. I found
myself staying up late over several nights,
unable to put Ricky's tale down. -Darby Karchut,
author of GRIFFIN RISING and FINN
FINNEGAN When I say I found this book
horrifying, I mean that in a good way. I mean it
in the best way there is. There were moments in
this book that completely spun me out. I read the
disclaimer, but I wasn't expecting it to be as
intense as it was. -Anniki's Bookcase ALL
TOGETHER NOW: A ZOMBIE STORY is a book
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that is fast-paced, well-written and thoughtprovoking while still filling its pages with plenty
of action, suspense, and, of course, zombie
carnage. If you like zombie action combined with
dark humor and a twinge of romance than ALL
TOGETHER NOW is definitely for you. -Blood,
Sweat, and Books This story is seriously fun,
really easy to read, and the characters are easy
to cheer for. And there are some fabulous one
liners in this, seriously... for a zombie book, I
think I laughed much more than I cringed! Well,
maybe a bit, maybe not more. -Creating Serenity
I was absolutely glued to my kindle till the early
hours. The short chapters make it easy to read
for those who just want to pick it up and put it
down, but I bet you can't stop once you start.
Every chapter is action-packed, fast-paced and
full of suspense, but still maintaining
believability even from a 15-year-old's
perspective. The action is heart-pounding,
gripping, and in some places I actually found
myself holding my breath while I speedily read

through the pages to find out what was going to
happen next... and... breathe. -Gadget Girl
Reviews I found no faults with this book, it flows
well, is edited well and it is wickedly smart.
There are also some very good moral lessons
which gives us a very good reason to share this
book with the young adults in our lives. It is
guaranteed to warp their young minds, and hey,
isn't that how we all started to love the genre? I
really cared for Ricky and Michelle, I loved the
originality of the story and it was never
predictable. In my opinion that deserves 5 stars.
Whether you love zombies or not, I think you will
really enjoy ALL TOGETHER NOW: A ZOMBIE
STORY! -Horror-Web Kent doesn't pull any
punches. This is a violent story, that not only
shows the zombie carnage, but also how humans
can be just as nasty and dangerous as zombies,
if not more so. -Pearls Cast Before A McPig
The Adjustment - Suzanne Young 2017-04-18
When Tatum's boyfriend, Weston, loses his
memories of her in The Program, they decide to
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undergo The Adjustment, where Tatum's
memories of their time together are implanted
into Weston's mind, but trouble lies ahead when
Weston's emotions do not match the
experiences.
Ashfall - Mike Mullin 2011-10-14
Many visitors to Yellowstone National Park don't
realize that the boiling hot springs and spraying
geysers are caused by an underlying
supervolcano, so large that the caldera can only
be seen by plane or satellite. And by some
scientific measurements, it could be overdue for
an eruption. For Alex, being left alone for the
weekend means having the freedom to play
computer games and hang out with his friends
without hassle from his mother. Then the
Yellowstone supervolcano erupts, plunging his
hometown into a nightmare of darkness, ash,
and violence. Alex begins a harrowing trek to
seach for his family and finds help in Darla, a
travel partner he meets along the way. Together
they must find the strength and skills to survive

and outlast an epic disaster.
In the After - Demitria Lunetta 2013-06-25
In debut author Demitria Lunetta's heartpounding thriller, one girl must fight for her
survival in a world overrun by violent, deadly
creatures. Perfect for fans of New York Times
bestsellers like The 5th Wave and Across the
Universe. Amy Harris's life changed forever
when They took over. Her parents—vanished.
The government—obsolete. Societal
structure—nonexistent. No one knows where
They came from, but these vicious creatures
have been rapidly devouring mankind since They
appeared. With fierce survivor instincts, Amy
manages to stay alive—and even rescues "Baby,"
a toddler who was left behind. After years of
hiding, they are miraculously rescued and taken
to New Hope. On the surface, it appears to be a
safe haven for survivors. But there are dark and
twisted secrets lurking beneath that could have
Amy and Baby paying with not only their
freedom . . . but also their lives.
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Agnes and the Hitman - Jennifer Crusie
2008-08-26
Rescued during a break-in by a hit man sent by
the mob to protect her, food writer Agnes
Crandall finds her situation further complicated
by a missing cache of money that becomes a key
factor in a Southern mafia wedding.
Darla's Story - Mike Mullin 2017-03-30
Darla Edmunds has faced a lot of challenges in
her seventeen years: Her dad died in a farming
accident when she was fourteen. Her mother
retreated into hyper-religiosity, leaving Darla to
run the family farm almost single-handedly. But
those struggles pale in comparison to the one
she faces after the Yellowstone supervolcano
erupts, plummeting the world-and Darla's small
corner of Iowa-into a cataclysmic natural
disaster. DARLA'S STORY is book #0.5 of the
ASHFALL trilogy (or should it be called a threeand-a-half-ology?) It's told from Darla's
perspective, beginning with the eruption and
ending when an injured stranger keels over in

her barn. If you're new to the world of
ASHFALL, DARLA'S STORY is a great place to
start. If you've read ASHFALL and loved Darla,
this book was written for you. Enjoy!
Other Words for Home - Jasmine Warga
2019-05-28
New York Times bestseller and Newbery Honor
Book! A gorgeously written, hopeful middle
grade novel in verse about a young girl who
must leave Syria to move to the United States,
perfect for fans of Jason Reynolds and Aisha
Saeed. Jude never thought she’d be leaving her
beloved older brother and father behind, all the
way across the ocean in Syria. But when things
in her hometown start becoming volatile, Jude
and her mother are sent to live in Cincinnati
with relatives. At first, everything in America
seems too fast and too loud. The American
movies that Jude has always loved haven’t quite
prepared her for starting school in the US—and
her new label of “Middle Eastern,” an identity
she’s never known before. But this life also
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brings unexpected surprises—there are new
friends, a whole new family, and a school
musical that Jude might just try out for. Maybe
America, too, is a place where Jude can be seen
as she really is. This lyrical, life-affirming story is
about losing and finding home and, most
importantly, finding yourself.
The Marbury Lens - Andrew Smith 2010-11-09
A 16-year-old boy who escapes a kidnapper
thinks he can forget his trauma, but instead, he
loses his grip on reality and believes he's part of
an alternate world called Marbury. Sixteen-yearold Jack gets drunk and is in the wrong place at
the wrong time. He is kidnapped. He escapes,
narrowly. The only person he tells is his best
friend, Conner. When they arrive in London as
planned for summer break, a stranger hands
Jack a pair of glasses. Through the lenses, he
sees another world called Marbury. There is war
in Marbury. It is a desolate and murderous place
where Jack is responsible for the survival of two
younger boys. Conner is there, too. But he's

trying to kill them. Meanwhile, Jack is falling in
love with an English girl, and afraid he's losing
his mind. Andrew Smith has written his most
beautiful and personal novel yet, as he explores
the nightmarish outer limits of what trauma can
do to our bodies and our minds. “An engrossing
horror/fantasy hybrid...Nightmarish imagery is
chillingly effective, and the pacing superbly
builds suspense.” -- Kirkus Reviews
Tempting Danger - Eileen Wilks 2004-10-05
The USA Today bestselling author tempts
success in this stunning debut novel. National
bestselling author Eileen Wilks draws readers
into a bold new world where the magical and
mundane co-exist in an uneasy alliance--and a
cop balanced on her own knife-edged struggle is
their only hope against a cold-blooded killer.
Shadows - Ilsa J. Bick 2012-08-01
The Apocalypse does not end. The Changed will
grow in numbers. The Spared may not survive.
Even before the EMPs brought down the world,
Alex was on the run from the demons of her past
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and the monster living in her head. After the
world was gone, she believed Rule could be a
sanctuary for her and those she'd come to love.
But she was wrong. Now Alex is in the fight of
her life against the adults, who would use her,
the survivors, who don't trust her, and the
Changed, who would eat her alive. Welcome to
Shadows, the second book in the haunting
apocalyptic Ashes Trilogy: where no one is safe
and humans may be the worst of the monsters.
H2O - Virginia Bergin 2014-10-07
.27 is a number Ruby hates. It's a number that
marks the percentage of the population that has
survived. It's a number that means she's one of
the "lucky" few still standing. And it's a number
that says her father is probably dead. Against all
odds, Ruby has survived the catastrophic onset
of the killer rain. Two weeks after the radio
started broadcasting the warning, "It's in the
rain. It's fatal and there's no cure," the drinkable
water is running out. Ruby's left with two
options: persevere on her own, or embark on a

treacherous journey across the country to find
her father-if he's even still alive.
Night of the Purple Moon (The Toucan Trilogy,
Book 1) - Scott Cramer 2021-11-22
The moon turned purple when the earth passed
through the comet's tail, but nobody predicted
the germs that would attack human sex
hormones. Older teens and adults died within
hours. On a small Maine island, Abby Leigh
helps her brother and sister survive in this new
world, but all the while she has a ticking time
bomb inside her - adolescence. 1000+ 5-star
reviews for The Toucan Trilogy (Night of the
Purple Moon, Colony East & Generation M)
The Shade of the Moon - Susan Beth Pfeffer
2013
In this eagerly awaited addition to the dystopian
series begun with New York Times best-seller
Life As We Knew It, Jon Evans is one of the lucky
ones—until he realizes that escaping his safe
haven may be the only way to truly survive.
Argyle Fox - Marie LeTourneau 2017-03-20
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Argyle Fox, with his signature style, wants to
play outside on a springtime day, but the wind is
wreaking havoc with his fun and games. As soon
as he builds a card tower, climbs into a giant
spider web, or takes up his pirate sword, here
comes the wind: Woosh! Mama Fox tells grumpy
Argyle that if he thinks long enough, he will
come up with something to do. Following his
mother's suggestion and inspired by her
knitting, he works all the pieces of his day
together and creates the perfect solution. The
story of Argyle teaches that failure is often a
path to success and celebrates perseverance,
creative thinking, and an old-fashioned
springtime activity.
Sunrise - Mike Mullin 2015-04-21
The Yellowstone super-volcano nearly wiped out
the human race. Now, almost a year after the
eruption, the survivors seem determined to
finish the job. Communities wage war on each
other, gangs of cannibals roam the countryside,
and what little government survived the eruption

has collapsed completely. The ham radio has
gone silent. Sickness, cold, and starvation are
the survivors' constant companions. When it
becomes apparent that their home is no longer
safe and adults are not facing the stark realities,
Alex and Darla must create a community that
can survive the ongoing disaster, an almost
impossible task requiring even more guts and
more smarts than ever--and unthinkable
sacrifice. If they fail . . . they, their loved ones,
and the few remaining survivors will perish. This
epic finale has the heart of Ashfall, the action of
Ashen Winter, and a depth all its own, examining
questions of responsibility and bravery,
civilization and society, illuminated by the story
of an unshakable love that transcends a postapocalyptic world and even life itself.
Pure Grit - Mary Cronk Farrell 2014-02-25
In the early 1940s, young women enlisted for
peacetime duty as U.S. Army nurses. But when
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941
blasted the United States into World War II, 101
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American Army and Navy nurses serving in the
Philippines were suddenly treating wounded and
dying soldiers while bombs exploded all around
them. The women served in jerry-rigged jungle
hospitals on the Bataan Peninsula and in
underground tunnels on Corregidor Island.
Later, when most of them were captured by the
Japanese as prisoners of war, they suffered
disease and near-starvation for three years. Pure
Grit is a story of sisterhood and suffering, of
tragedy and betrayal, of death and life. The
women cared for one another, maintained
discipline, and honored their vocation to nurse
anyone in need—all 101 coming home alive. The
book is illustrated with archival photographs and
includes an index, glossary, and timeline. Praise
for Pure Grit STARRED REVIEW "Details of
many nurses’ individual trials combine to form a
memorable portrayal of their shared experience,
one which will emotionally impact readers." -Booklist, starred review "Primary source
materials, especially the movingly matter-of-fact

recollections of several of the nurses and
personal snapshots, bring the story to life." -Kirkus Reviews "Farrell doesn’t spare her young
readers any grim details . . . She includes the
challenges these women faced and the joy they
felt on returning home. As awful as history can
be, now might be the right time to introduce the
next generation to this important period." --The
Washington Post "In addition to photographs
and helpful maps, the page layouts include
facsimiles of the nurses’ letters and diaries.
Young readers who enjoyed Tanya Lee Stone’s
Almost Astronauts: 13 Women Who Dared to
Dream will also appreciate this story of
courageous women whose story was nearly
forgotten." --School Library Journal
Taken - Erin Bowman 2013-04-16
Fans of Incarceron by Catherine Fisher and
Variant by Robison Wells won't want to miss this
magnetic first book in a gripping dystopian sci-fi
series. Marie Lu, New York Times bestselling
author of the Legend trilogy, raves that Taken is
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"an action-packed thrill ride from beginning to
end. More, please!" Gray Weathersby has grown
up expecting to disappear at midnight on his
eighteenth birthday. They call it the Heist—and
it happens to every boy in Claysoot. His only
chance at escape is to climb the Wall that
surrounds Claysoot. A climb no one has ever
survived . . .
The Strange and Beautiful Sorrows of Ava
Lavender - Leslye Walton 2014-03-25
A 2015 William C. Morris YA Debut Award
Finalist Magical realism, lyrical prose, and the
pain and passion of human love haunt this
hypnotic generational saga. Foolish love appears
to be the Roux family birthright, an ominous
forecast for its most recent progeny, Ava
Lavender. Ava — in all other ways a normal girl
— is born with the wings of a bird. In a quest to
understand her peculiar disposition and a
growing desire to fit in with her peers, sixteenyear old Ava ventures into the wider world, illprepared for what she might discover and naive

to the twisted motives of others. Others like the
pious Nathaniel Sorrows, who mistakes Ava for
an angel and whose obsession with her grows
until the night of the summer solstice
celebration. That night, the skies open up, rain
and feathers fill the air, and Ava’s quest and her
family’s saga build to a devastating crescendo.
First-time author Leslye Walton has constructed
a layered and unforgettable mythology of what it
means to be born with hearts that are tragically,
exquisitely human.
The Prey - Andrew Fukuda 2013-01-31
For Gene and the remaining humans - or hepers
- death is just a heartbeat away. On the run and
hunted by society, they must find a way to
survive in The Vast... and avoid the hungry
predators tracking them in the dark. But they're
not the only things following Gene. He's haunted
by the girl he left behind and his burgeoning
feelings for Sissy, the human girl at his side.
When they discover a refuge of exiled humans
living high in the mountains, Gene and his
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friends think they're finally safe. Led by a group
of intensely secretive elders, the civilisation
begins to raise more questions than answers. A
strict code of behaviour is the rule, harsh
punishments are meted out, young men are
nowhere to be found - and Gene begins to

wonder if the world they've entered is just as
evil as the one they left behind. As life at the
refuge grows more perilous, he and Sissy only
grow closer. In an increasingly violent world, all
they have is each other . . . if they can only stay
alive.
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